or Winter' Tables or Times of the Beast or Sataan's Tableswhatever'_ you

want to call them that the Earth and Venus synchronize.
For example, VENUS has 225 days to make it around the Sun,
225 times 6 days times per day=2l6O
Every 9.75 exact Earth years, the Earth synchronizes with Venus
at a 270°, then 180°, then 90°, and then 0°.
Now! Why would the Aztecs and other Indians leave their belongings
and start all over again?
It is an act of spiritual faith to the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT that
without tribal Genetic recall, they will drop everything and go on a
journey. It is still practiced on Indian reservations today. Indians
and their families having the best of jobs, will drop everything and go
on a small journey. It is practicing tribal genetic commands.
There is a good reason for this practice.
Some Indians have fulfilled the spiritual requirements to be a
TIME WALKER. In a 39 Year cycle, some can do it several times a year.
But you must pay spiritual dues to do it.
Now! In a Gr'<zart Migration which can be classified as the beginning
of an Ice Age, whole tribes or nations or families who will have maybe
two or three or even four who have fulfilled the requirements to TIME WALK,
in this jou_rn_ey the whole group will TIME WALK even though theywill not
understand it. They will walk several hundred miles in 7 minutes and 57
seconds. They have been taught since early childhood in a culture where
TIME is a science, that it deals with the relationship of VENUS and EARTH
and the Dimensional Time change or what you could reference THE SPEED OF
LIGHT. ß
Bw; this TIME WALK is only a Small para Qf une Complet@ The
rest of it is unbelievable.
.The ending of this book ís the of legends of over 100
Indian. àbribes, Ancíenids of Newfoundland, Labrador, Iceland, Greenland, and
Mexico.

